
DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMAL RESOLUTION ATTEMPT (IMPROVISED BP8)

Bureau of Prisons Program Statement No. 1330.13, Administrative Remedy Program, (12-22-
1995), requires, in most cases, that inmates attempt informal resolution of grievances prior to
filing a formal written complaint.   This form shall be used to document your  efforts toward
informally resolving your grievances.  

Inmate's name:  Oscar Stilley Date:  4-8-2014
Register number: 10579-062 Housing Unit:  Marianna-D

PERSONNEL TO WHOM THE INFORMAL RESOLUTION IS DIRECTED, IN WHOLE OR
IN PART:

1) Warden C. V. Rivera  (Please forward a copy of this to Regional Director R. A. Keller and
DOJ-FBOP Director Charles Samuels, Jr., and consult with the two of them with respect to
requested changes to Regional and/or National Rules/Program Statements.  I want to attempt
informal resolution with them in the opening stages.)

2) Ms. Ward, Disciplinary Hearing Officer (This document is submitted in support of a separate
request  for  rehearing  and  reversal  of  finding  of  guilt  and  imposition  of  sanctions;
alternatively, for an explanation of reasons; alternatively, for a 30 day extension of time to
file an appeal at Regional, for reasons stated hereinafter.)

SPECIFIC COMPLAINT AND RELIEF REQUESTED:

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This Request for Informal Resolution is admitted lengthy and involved, and involves matters that
require attention at more than one level of the federal prison bureaucracy.  For the convenience
of the persons to whom this request is directed, I am supplying, at the end of the request, a one
page, numbered list of paragraphs, succinctly stating the relief sought.  At least some of these
requests require action or policy change at Regional and/or National Office of the Department of
Justice-Federal Bureau of Prisons (DOJ-FBOP).  I respectfully request the support of Warden
Rivera in seeking appropriate policy changes at those levels of the bureaucracy.

I was placed in SHU on 2-18-2014, for "investigation" of a "shot" (formal disciplinary incident
report) accusing me of "stealing" milk and apples.  The facts are as follows.  I carried 10 milks
and 3 apples out of the dining room (chow hall).  A Correctional Officer (CO) stopped me and
asked me what I had.  I told him, and asked if I could keep some or all of it.  I was exquisitely
polite and deferential.  I still thought I might get to keep at least part of it, if not all of it.  The CO
asked to pat search me, and I complied.  Then he told me to stand by the trash can.  I asked if I
could unload the milk and apples.  He told me to just stand there. 

A CO named Mr. Witcher came out of the door, and told me to come along with him to the
Lieutenant's Office.  He didn't need to be told why I was standing there. 

A week previously, CO Witcher had noticed me putting milk in my pockets at the table.  He told
me to put them back on the tray.  I complied but said that I only scavenged food off the tables -
food that would otherwise just go to waste.  He took offense, and suggested that I might need to
go to the Lieutenant's Office.  I said that wouldn't be necessary.  He responded that he would
personally escort me to the Lieutenant's Office, which he did.  Discussions were had, and I was
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thereupon  released.   These  facts  form  the  basis  for  Witcher's  baseless  conclusion,  on  the
"Description of Incident," that I had been "caught stealing last week."

I  knew  that  Witcher  was  hostile  to  me,  and  thus  avoided  anything  that  might  precipitate
unnecessary conflict with him.  On the 18th, Mr. Witcher plainly left instructions with the guard
outside,  to stop me and hold me for CO Witcher.   That's  how I came to be escorted to the
Lieutenant's Office by Mr. Witcher.  He walked to the front of the chow hall and disappeared, to
make me think that the coast was clear, then came back outside after I was stopped and searched,
to take me to the Lieutenant's Office.

When I got to the Lieutenant's Office, Lt. Sheldon and Lt. Price were there.  About 9 or 10 other
inmates were at the Lieutenant's Office, all for the same reason - carrying food out of the chow
hall.  Most, if not all of it was leftovers taken from the tables or from other inmates that would
have  hit  the  trash  can  if  they  weren't  carried  out.   Lt.  Sheldon  and  Lt.  Price  were  in  the
Lieutenant's Office.  Lt. Price challenged me to say why I had again carried food out of chow
hall, but then stopped me from responding.  He suggested that he would just give me some time
in SHU to think about it. 

All the other inmates were released without a shot and without any punishment at all.  I was
written a 219 shot for "stealing."  As you know, "shots" are graded by series, with a 100 series
shot  the  most  serious;  a  400 series  shot  the least  serious.   If  I  had been written  a  shot  for
"possession of anything not authorized," a "300 series" shot, the matter would have been handled
by the Unit Team.  The Unit Team knows me well.  The consequences of such a shot likely
would have been minimal.   Pursuant to the procedural rules, it  would have been possible to
"informally resolve" the accusation, so that it would not go on my inmate disciplinary record.
Most likely I would have gotten, at most, a little extra duty, or perhaps 30 days suspension of a
privilege or two.

A 200 series shot does not have to result in confinement in SHU.  I certainly did not want to go
to SHU pending an "investigation."  Nevertheless, I was placed in SHU pending "investigation"
for stealing, despite my polite protests.

The "shot" falsely stated that CO Witcher had stopped me and searched me at the chow hall.
This falsehood is material.  He made it appear that I tried to walk milk and apples past him, and
he just pulled me over and searched me.  The truth is that he made a special effort to catch me,
using someone else to pull me over, question me, search me, and hold me for him.  When he
came out of Food Service, no introduction was needed.  Witcher just told me that he was taking
me to the Lieutenant's Office. 

While  accusing  me  of  violating  the  8th  commandment,  CO  Witcher  violated  the  9th
commandment,  by  bearing  false  witness  against  me.   If  the  truth  was  sufficient  to  warrant
punishment  against  me,  why would it  be necessary to lie?    And why would such a  lie  go
unpunished?   The  Department  of  Justice-Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  (DOJ-FBOP)  routinely
decides administrative appeals of "shots" in favor of the DOJ-FBOP on the grounds that DOJ-
FBOP employees are duty bound to tell the truth, whereas inmates are not.  When a DOJ-FBOP
employee is known to be dishonest, that rationale breaks down.  Furthermore, if the DOJ-FBOP
gives credit to an employee known to be dishonest, it militates against giving any extra weight to
the testimony of employees who have NOT been proven to be dishonest.
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I spent 16 days in administrative segregation, before being heard by Disciplinary Hearing Officer
(DHO) Ms. Ward.  I explained that I only took milk and apples from other inmates or off the
table.  I asked her how I could possibly steal property that has been given to the inmates.  She did
not deny that food served to inmates becomes the property of the inmate.  I know of none of your
employees who would make such a claim.  

I asked how that my own property - the milk and apples - could somehow become government
property when I walked out the door.  Plus, I noted, even if such a change of legal title to the
property occurred as I crossed the threshold of the door, I only asked - most respectfully - for
permission to keep the milk and apples.  I politely offered to surrender them, and was told that
this was not desired.  

Thus, assuming the food changed ownership when I crossed the threshold, I only maintained
possession for a few seconds before offering to put it with the rest of the confiscated milk - in or
on the trash can.  In that case, what act would constitute theft or attempted theft?  Under the
theory that inmate property becomes government property when I walked out the door, I made
the federal government RICHER, not poorer, by my act.

DHO Ward could not refute this logic.  In obvious exasperation, she said "but it’s still against the
rules to take ANYTHING out of the chow hall!"  

There is in fact a local rule that prohibits inmates from bringing anything into the chow hall, or
taking anything out.  This rule is NOT part of the Program Statements, which are the nationally
promulgated rules that inmates must live by.  Furthermore, the local rule contravenes the general
rule  that  regulations  governing inmates  must  be limited  ONLY to those that  are  reasonably
necessary to ensure the orderly functioning of the institution.  

This is one of the standards set forth by the American Correctional Association (ACA).  This
institution recently went through an accreditation process by the ACA.  Despite my best efforts
and multiple Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests by friends on the outside, I still don't
have  the  results  of  the  effort  for  ACA  accreditation.   The  US  DOJ-FBOP  simply  won't
acknowledge such requests.

The rule against taking anything into or out of the chow hall is contrary to ACA standards for
inmate codes of conduct.  Furthermore, the actual effect of the rule is utterly incompatible with
the legitimate interests of the citizens and taxpayers who pay the bills for the operations of this
prison. 

Ms. Ward's frustrated exclamation that "But it's still against the rules!" is a tacit acknowledgment
that the act was not stealing.  A friend of mine recently came out of chow hall with a spoon.  The
spoon was bought on commissary - it was clearly his property.  But he was written a "shot" by or
at the instance of Lt. Sheldon, and sent to SHU on that account.  His spoon merely made his
dining experience more pleasant.  Otherwise we only have a small "spork" to eat with.

You may say that I would still be guilty of "possession of anything not authorized," a lesser, 300
series offense.  I disagree with that, and will show that the local rule, especially as construed in
this case, not only contravenes ACA correctional standards, but also general Arkansas law, as
well as the teachings of Moses and Jesus.  It furthermore has perverse and expensive impacts on
the citizens and taxpayers.  First consider the unfairness of the means whereby I was found guilty
of "attempted stealing."  Ms. Ward DID NOT find me guilty of Rule 219, "Stealing;" she found
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me guilty of "Rule 219(b)" attempted stealing.  I cannot see any such rule "219(b)" in my inmate
handbook.  Nevertheless, consider the following facts.

Mr. Witcher signed the "shot."  He did not accuse me of taking excess milk off the bar.  I most
certainly did not do any such thing.  Ms. Ward asked me if the milk was served on the bar that
morning.  I told her truthfully that milk was indeed served on the cold bar that morning.  She
didn't ask me if I got my milk off the bar.  In fact, she had to know that I didn't, because I told
her that I was careful not to take extra milks.  Usually, when the milk is served on the bar, I only
take one milk, (rather than the 2 normally served on the line) because I know there will be plenty
on the tables.  The American taxpayer feeds me - I will not intentionally insult their hospitality
by wasting the food.

Ms. Ward in her written findings then assumed that the apples were also served on the bar.  This
is not correct.  The apples WERE NOT served on the bar - each inmate got one apple served on
the tray.  Inmates who don't want the fruit often put it in the middle of the table or give it directly
to another inmate.   There is a culture of helping other inmates, sharing food, etc.  It is well
known that many inmates can't afford to buy their snacks off commissary.  

The SHOT,  with  my response,  and her  RULING,  will  be  posted  to  my blog.   DHO Ward
complains that I didn't immediately respond when I was presented with the "shot."  But it is
highly unfair to give an inmate a "shot" and ask them to give an oral statement immediately.
They should as a matter of course, be given a reasonable time to read it,  think about it, and
reflect on the charge, giving consideration to the rule allegedly broken.

Accused inmates should be provided a complete, bound set of all the substantive and procedural
rules, immediately upon being locked up in SHU pending investigation of a disciplinary matter.
They should have a SHU pen, which is a flexible pen formerly issued to SHU inmates.  SHU
pens are serviceable writing instruments.   SHU pencils  are a fraud on federal  prisoners and
federal taxpayers alike.  After a reasonable time to reflect, the accused should be allowed to hand
write their own response to the "shot."  They should promptly receive copies of their response,
along with the "shot" and other notices. 

DHO Ward in her findings says that the milk on the bar can be served the following day if not
taken by an inmate.  This is totally irrelevant.  She has no evidence that I took the milk from
anywhere but other inmates or off the tables - none whatsoever.  That milk clearly CANNOT be
gathered up and served again the next day.  Food Service rules prohibit that. 

Federal prison disciplinary appeals have the most deferential legal test known to American law.
A disciplinary sanction will be upheld if there is "some evidence" to support the disciplinary
sanction.  Basically, any evidence in support of punishment is sufficient.  

Ms. Ward has NO EVIDENCE in support of her theory.   Zip, zilch, zero, nada.  She doesn't
claim she has any.  In fact, she doesn't even make specific findings in support of her theory that I
took excessive milks off the cold bar.  She leaves the reader to ASSUME that I took the milk off
the bar - otherwise her decision lacks coherence altogether.  Furthermore, her theory raised for
the first time after the conclusion of the hearing, flies in the face of the facts.  

I was locked up on "Administrative Detention" for the express purpose of "investigating" my
alleged theft.  If no investigation took place, then locking me up summarily was in itself a wrong,
secured by false pretenses.  If an investigation took place, here is what should have been found. 
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Other inmates have noted that I will walk past a bar loaded with milk, and scavenge milk off a
table.  I tell them that I don't want to waste the food provided by my friends and neighbors, the
taxpayers of the United States.  Paid BOP personnel who watch the operations of the food bar
have doubtless noticed the same thing.  I told Ms. Ward that the personnel pay no attention to
inmates who take a whole tray full of milk off the bar, and she agreed that this situation was
unfortunate. 

But she still claims that I argued that food on the cold bar is not government property.  This is
categorically false.  I NEVER made any such argument!  Such an argument would be irrelevant
as well as unnecessary and foolish.  My argument is that food served to an inmate THEN belongs
to the inmate.  When SERVED food is 1) taken out of chow hall, or 2) given to another inmate,
or 3) picked up OFF A TABLE and taken out of chow hall, such behavior does not constitute
theft.  

Ms. Ward has indirectly accused me of an inexcusable lack of intelligence in the conduct of my
own defense.  She implies that I DID NOT raise and argue the LOGICAL defense, but that I DID
raise  and  argue  an  irrelevant  defense  that  does  not  fit  the  facts.   The  accusation  of  low
intelligence will be addressed later, in another context.   First consider the illogic of her own
theories.

Since arriving at this prison June 11, 2010, I have spent 200 days in SHU on hunger strike.  That
doesn't count the three days I spent in SHU on my first visit, occasioned because I refused to
cheerfully give up my food 5 minutes after it was given to me on a tray.  

Furthermore, I have done 3 de facto hunger strikes on the compound.  I did 30 days in the fall of
2013, largely in protest over the repeated seizure of my food coming out of chow hall.  I did 8
days on the end of a 32 day hunger strike in SHU commenced April 15, 2013, seeking evidence
of good faith in a pledge to give me a hearing that Lt. Steals had told me I could have, as she
tried to dissuade me from commencing the hunger strike.  I did 21 days at a previous time.  If an
investigation was done, it would show that I scan my card ONE TIME for EVERY meal that is
scanned, except for these times of hunger striking (there will be some skips due to a lost ID,
which will match up with re-issued ID records).  For the 30 day hunger strike, my card was NOT
SCANNED for 30 consecutive days.  Before and after that time, there are few if any skips in my
acceptance of meals provided me by the American taxpayer.  I take it and eat it with gratitude. 

How many food thieves on this compound have been on hunger strike in SHU for 200 days?
How many food thieves refuse to accept a tray with clearly saleable food (chicken, hamburgers,
etc.) for 30 days in a row?  How many food thieves carefully write down their grievances and
ask for a hearing and fair consideration?  How many continue with polite written requests when
their prior requests are routinely ignored altogether? 

Ms. Ward's findings fly in the face of the facts.  Her implications paint me as stupid, greedy, and
thoughtless - with no evidence whatsoever, and without even a specific finding of the bad act
relied upon.  She dodges the question, and finds me guilty on an implication.  Yet when I begged
and pleaded for a stay pending appeal, all my pleas fell on deaf ears.  I was forced to serve my 15
day sentence of disciplinary segregation in SHU prior to appeal.  In fact, half of my Disciplinary
Segregation (SHU confinement) sentence was already served by the time Ms. Ward disclosed to
me her theory of prosecution.   And yes, when she makes up her own theories of prosecution, not
alleged by the accuser, she is, de facto, acting as accuser and decider all rolled up into one. 
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Consider the challenges inmates face in defending charges, while in SHU.  We don't have the
substantive or procedural rules. Your 4 part, preprinted forms say to "use a pen" and "press hard"
but we don't have a SHU pen.  We cannot access witnesses. We cannot talk to our Unit Team
personnel  except  when  they  come  to  our  cell.   I  was  upset  that  I  was  kept  in  SHU  on
Administrative Segregation status for 16 days, and then didn't get any credit for time served - I
got a 15 day Disciplinary Segregation (DS) sentence.  Ms. Ward contemplated 30 days of DS,
out loud, but then decided on 15 days.  I pleaded for 7 days, or any lesser amount, but got no
traction at all on that request.

My case is not the most outrageous, by far.  I overheard that another inmate stayed in SHU on
Administrative Segregation awaiting a DHO hearing for 11 weeks.  Another inmate was put in
SHU for carrying 2 pieces of fish out of the chow hall.  This is of course just evidence that the
enforcement of the basic rule is nothing but arbitrary and capricious.

MY  CONVICTION  IS  ECONOMIC  FOLLY,  AND  INCOMPATIBLE  WITH  THE
EXPECTATIONS OF THE TAXPAYERS

Consider for a moment how much money this prison administration spent to avenge the loss of 5
pints of milk and 3 apples, all of which were rescued from the trash.  

COST SANCTION DESCRIPTION

$2,300 27 days good time - approximate total based on published average daily cost of
incarceration

$3,450 Lost  productivity  and  other  social  costs  associated  with  27  days  additional
incarceration

$3,000 Estimated additional cost of incarceration for 30 days in SHU - round the clock
cell checks, medical checks 2 to 3 times daily, 24/7 lighting, disposable sheets,
etc.

$2,500 An employee estimated the cost of the visit to the Emergency Room at $2,500 to
$3,000.  I used the lower number.

$0 Loss of visits and commissary for 90 days
$11,250 Estimated total cost

This prison has spent, in current and future direct expenditures of federal taxpayer money, NO
LESS THAN $5,000, and probably closer to $8,000, to punish me for salvaging food out of the
chow  hall.   This  doesn't  count  the  loss  of  property  worth  over  $100,  which  now must  be
compensated.

Consider why the Emergency Room visit was necessary.  I had a yeast infection when I came
into  SHU.   Ms.  Wingo,  a  Physician's  Assistant  (PA  Wingo)  examined  me  and  prescribed
Nystatin cream.  I got it on Friday, March 21, 2014, just before a planned transfer to the hunger
strike cell.   I  wrapped it  up in my bedding, along with the rest  of my papers and property,
assuming that the entire package would follow me to my cell. 

When I got to the hunger strike cell, I was told to strip to my socks.  I didn't understand what
they were doing, and asked again.  I was told to surrender every stitch of clothing, except my
socks.  I was given a pair of gauze shorts so thin I could read a normal print bible through it - I
tried just to make sure.  I also got two very thin paper sheets, and a paper smock that had less
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strength than a good quality paper towel.  I was repeatedly told that I could get my clothes, the
standard 2 sheets and two blankets, two towels and two wash cloths, my property and papers, IF
I WOULD JUST EAT!

I will suffer any loss and pay any price before I allow this prison to break a hunger strike with
cruel, arbitrary, unauthorized punishments.  I spent 27 days "on paper," mostly with nothing but
this ridiculously inadequate amount of bedding and clothing.  During part of this time it was so
cold that other inmates, who 1) were eating, 2) had pants and a shirt, and 3) had 2 sheets and 2
blankets, were complaining about the severity of the cold. 

Here's what your medical records will show.  There were times that your personnel gave me 480
calories of Boost, a liquid nutritional supplement, in the evening, because my blood sugar was
below 50.  By morning it would be below 50 again, simply because the cold forced my body to
burn up that many extra calories, over what I could generate from fat,  to stay warm.  I was
miserable, but capitulation was unthinkable.  The very tool chosen to defeat me prevented me
from eating, even if I was otherwise so inclined.  If I break under such abuse, that same abuse
will be used on every future occasion that there is a perceived need to break a hunger strike.  Not
only would such tactics be used against me again; they probably would be adopted as policy to
use against other hunger strikers.

Lest you conclude that my body simply can't handle hunger striking very well, consider this fact.
At  the  end of  the  hunger  strike,  from 3-16-14 through  3-18-14,  I  skipped 8  meals  without
pushing my blood sugar below 50.  Absent secondary stresses such as dehydration, cold, disease,
etc., the human body is very resilient in the face of caloric deprivation.

I politely requested my Nystatin over a period of 10 days.  On Friday, February 28, 2014, I told
your personnel that I would refuse Boost until and unless they gave me the Nystatin.  Over the
weekend, I was led to believe that the medicine was in SHU Lt. Watson's office, and that I could
get it on Monday.  On Sunday morning, my blood sugar was below 50, a level that I knew would
trigger a demand that I drink Boost, in default of which Boost would be administered by force.  I
explained to Ms. Miller, a registered nurse (RN Miller) that I would not refuse the Boost on the
weekend, because I thought my demand for Nystatin would be met the next day.   

I raised the issue on Monday and again on Tuesday.  It was made clear to me that I would not get
the medicine.  On Tuesday,  my blood sugar again fell below 50.  I told the personnel, most
respectfully, that the price of drinking Boost was a tube of Nystatin.  Late in the evening, at the
prison medical center, my blood sugar was shown on one machine at 23 and on another machine
at 27.  I was marched to a car in shackles, through the cold, and taken to the Emergency Room.
There my blood sugar registered 19. I was given dextrose solution intravenously to stabilize my
condition.  

I explained to the ER doctor that I thought it rather unseemly to put a tube down my nose to
prevent me from getting medicine prescribed to me by the prison doctor.  After all, I had made
polite request for some 2 weeks.  I had issued an ultimatum punctuated by an offer to allow the
prison one more chance, during the business week, to give me access to my medicine. 

The ER doctor examined the affected area and prescribed Nystatin,  and sent me back to the
prison.  The next morning, your personnel told me that they would honor the prescription.  I
drank the Boost on the basis of the promise of Nystatin, which was fulfilled that afternoon.  
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I told you that I would prove that scavenging food is not theft under Arkansas state law.  It is
commonly stated that "possession is 9/10ths of the law."  Everybody agrees that food is the
property of the inmate when served to the inmate on a tray.  Everybody agrees that legal title to
the food includes the right to give it away - that is a basic property concept.  There is no principle
anywhere in the law that property title changes hands simply because an individual takes the
property through a door.  Ms. Ward herself dares not attempt to prove that I could possibly steal
MY food served to me on MY tray.  Nor does she claim that I don't have legal title to food
picked up off an empty table,  or given to me by another inmate.   Regardless of what other
offense might be laid at my feet, "stealing" is not within the realm of possibilities.

MY CONVICTION VIOLATES THE LAW OF MOSES AND THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS

I also promised to show that your local rule against carrying "anything" into or out of the chow
hall violates the Law of Moses and Jesus.  Under the law of Moses, landowners were not allowed
to 1) harvest all the way to the edge of the field, (Lev. 19:19)  2) go back for forgotten sheaves of
grain, (Deut. 24:19)  3) go over their vineyard twice, (Deut. 24:21)  or 4) go over their olive trees
twice.  (Deut. 24:20)  The gleanings and leftovers were the PROPERTY of the poor.

You may ask how the poor could get this food, since it was on private property.  But God said
that the land was His, and that, "...you are but aliens and my tenants." (Lev. 25:23, NIV) The
poor had a legal right to go into the fields, vineyards, and olive yards of the land.  The gleanings
of the harvest BELONGED to the poor.

Jesus said "Give what is in the cup to the poor, and everything will be clean to you."  Luke
11:39-41 (NIV)  Furthermore, when He miraculously fed the 5,000 with 2 fishes and 5 barley
loaves, He told the disciples to pick up the fragments, saying "Let nothing be wasted." (John
6:12, NIV) Jesus had just proven to the world that He could miraculously create any amount of
food with no apparent  effort  on His part.   Yet  He would not  allow His  disciples  to  let  the
leftovers go to waste.  Clearly, He was teaching His disciples and followers not to waste the
bounty provided by God.

You may ask what proof shows that the principles of Moses' law still have validity.  That is a
good question, which can be answered in this way.  John the Baptist is said to have preached
"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near."  (Matt.  3:1, NIV) Jesus is likewise recorded as
commencing His ministry by preaching that men should "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is
near."  (Matt.  4:17,  NIV)  Thus we can see  the same words  -  verbatim -  describe  the  early
ministries of both John the Baptist and Jesus.  

John the Baptist preached "a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins" before Jesus
commenced His ministry.  (Mark 1:4, NIV)  Jesus preached repentance at the beginning of his
ministry, before He had announced the modification, extension, or annulment of any provision of
the Law of Moses.  Furthermore, recognizing that some would construe His words as an assault
on  the  Law of  Moses,  He  said  "Do not  think  that  I  have  come  to  destroy  the  law or  the
prophets..."  (Matt. 5:17, NIV)

How do we know that  Jesus preached ONLY repentance from violating the Law of Moses?
Twice, in the Law of Moses, the lawgiver sets forth the constitutional principles of the Law of
Moses.  In Deuteronomy 4:1-2 and 12:32 the same constitutional rule of obedience to God is set
forth.  Succinctly, the rule twice repeated provides that:
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1) These are My [God's] rules;
2) Keep all of them;
3) Don't make up any new ones. 

Both John the Baptist and Jesus had to be preaching against the violation of the Law of Moses.
Anything  else  would  have  contradicted  the  fundamental  rule,  to  the  effect  that  God's
commandments are set forth in the books of the law, that all must be obeyed, and that no mere
man has the right to add to or subtract from God's legal code.

I have been accused of stealing food from the taxpayers, and found guilty of attempting same.
Consider the situation that I faced when I got out of SHU.  My weight on the last day of the
hunger strike was 143 pounds - far less than my weight of 170 pounds, shown on admission to
this prison.  Part of my punishment was loss of commissary privileges for 90 days - I can't buy
food there.

My first meal, Thursday evening, I got probably about 5 minutes, perhaps a bit more, to eat the
food.  I live in housing unit Marianna-D, which was 12th out of 12 housing units, in the lineup
for chow.  I barely had time to eat a small amount, and package up the rest to carry it out.  I
never had anything close to the 20 minutes required by ACA standards, for the remainder of the
week. 

My food wasn't  taken during the first  4 days,  except  at  Saturday lunch.  For that meal,  CO
Thompson took my bologna sandwich and some margarine.  I had eaten the soup and most of the
potato salad in the chow hall.  I left only when I was ordered to leave, and couldn't quite finish
the potato salad on my tray in the time allowed.  CO Thompson and others took my bologna
sandwich from me, and for good measure forced me to discard the bags in which I was carrying
the food. 

Consider this rhetorical question.  Who stole from whom?  I was given a paper from Medical
warning me that "re-feeding syndrome" can be fatal.  I was advised to eat frequent small meals,
slowly, and to chew thoroughly.  The bologna was the best part of the meal, and I wanted it very
much.  Yet I was chased out of chow hall and forced to surrender the main entree for the meal.
Of course I didn't resist however much I wanted my sandwich.  I put it in the trash.  I was poorer
- but the taxpayers were no richer.  In fact the taxpayers were poorer too, because I still needed
calories to get back to normal weight - and the longsuffering American taxpayer has to supply
them.  The food intended for me was just wasted.

You may say that you have few hunger strikers to re-start on food, and that it is my fault for
hunger striking.  But I recently prepared a Tort Claim for an inmate who has been waiting over 5
years - yes, FIVE YEARS!!!! - for a set of partials.  Your own dental personnel say the backlog
is 4 years - but that is unduly optimistic.  This inmate can't eat crunchy or hard food.  Consider
the challenges this inmate faces.

1) When his unit eats 12th, he'll usually have only 5-10 minutes to eat;
2) If he carries a big spoon into chow hall, he could go to SHU for that, as did the other inmate I

told you about;
3) His pleas for a rather basic and inexpensive dental appliance have fallen on deaf ears.  An

elderly man, he'll probably serve his 10 year sentence without relief, unless the Tort Claim I
filed, or public pressure, forces policy changes;
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4) If he carries the food out, he faces the same draconian punishments I got - 30 days in SHU,
27 days lost good time, loss of privileges, etc.;

5) He can't get a special diet.  This is a common situation - inadequate money for commissary,
yet no special dietary allowance is granted.  He's given me crunchy food that he likes, just
because he can't eat it;

6) Because he can't chew well, his digestion and utilization of food is poor.  In fact, most of the
seriously underweight inmates on this compound, of which I know, have issues of this nature
that interfere with them getting sufficient nutrition to maintain an appropriate body weight;
and, 

7) Even if he was rich - which he is not - he would not be allowed to use his own money to get
dental care.  Other inmates have asked, and there is only one answer - you must wait, as long
as  the  DOJ-FBOP  tells  you  to  wait,  regardless  of  the  consequences,  suffering,  and
debilitating personal injury that will result. 

I have this question for you, and it calls for an answer.  How do you justify spending $2,500 in a
failed effort to defeat my attempt to get a prescription medicine?  Why didn't you use that money
for urgent and grossly overdue dental repairs?  Do you think the taxpayers will approve of your
choice of priorities?

Once again, a rhetorical question for which I don't request a formal answer.  Who is stealing
from whom?  The constitution and laws require the DOJ-FBOP to provide timely,  adequate,
competent medical and dental care to all inmates.  There is no constitutional duty to get into a
contest  of wills  with a  hunger striking inmate.   Clearly,  you always  WANT TO WIN such
contests.  But is it honorable and legal to divert money from your LEGAL DUTIES in order to
win battles with strong willed inmates, regardless of the merits of their issues?  You did in fact
take an OATH to support and uphold the constitution and laws of the United States.

RESPECTING THE TEACHINGS OF MOSES AND JESUS WILL ENABLE THIS PRISON
TO  PROVIDE  PROMPT,  HIGH  QUALITY  MEDICAL  AND  DENTAL  CARE  TO  ALL
INMATES

There is no need for this prison to deprive a single inmate of high quality dental care.  There is
no need to deprive any inmate of needed medical care.  And you DON'T NEED A SINGLE
ADDITIONAL DOLLAR FROM THE TAXPAYERS!!!  Let me explain. 

This prison spends a huge amount of money on "security" for food in Food Service - probably
more than the total cost of the food.  In spite of these expenditures, food is stolen on a daily
basis.    However,  you  could  eliminate  the  theft  while  eliminating  a  number  of  operations
personnel - specifically, all those who "guard" the food. 

Simply allow inmates to buy any food that is used in Food Service, in the original packaging,
with a markup of 30%.  If it comes in 50 pound bags, sell the bag for 130% of cost.  Distribute
the  profits  equitably  amongst  all  inmate  Food  Service  employees.   Implement  one  other
surcharge on the goods.  Add enough extra markup to pay for half of the "shrinkage" (A/K/A
theft of goods) from Food Service.  Indemnify the taxpayers totally by deducting the other half
of  the  shrinkage  from  the  30%  markup  on  sales,  ALL  of  which  is  distributed  to  inmate
employees.

What does that do?  That ensures that any Food Service employee who steals food is stealing
from his fellow Food Service employees, AND from the inmates at large.  They won't steal from
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each other, and if they do they will be ostracized and reported by other inmate employees.  The
certainty of public censure and effective punishment will deter nearly all theft.

Your own civilian BOP employees are well known to steal food from Food Service.  That will
decline to a negligible amount.  Currently, the goods are stolen from the biggest government on
the face of earth, with a budget of $3.5 trillion dollars.   It is easy to justify theft from such an
anonymous, faceless bureaucracy. 

But who wants to steal from Food Service employees, many of whom earn only $18 per month?
Who wants the shame of taking money from such impoverished individuals?  If stealing 1) raises
food prices for inmates,  and 2) also cuts inmate Food Service employee  bonuses, your  BOP
employees will pay for that block of cheese, like everyone else.  And if they pay the cost plus
30%, the inmates will be happy to see them coming.  Such purchases won't hurt the taxpayers,
the inmates, or anyone else.  That's the magic of honest commerce and trade.

Yes,  I  know that  the  rules  prohibit  the  sale  of  fruits  and vegetables.   See  P 4500.09 Trust
Fund/Deposit Fund Manual, Ch. 3, Commissary Operations (g) "Items Prohibited From Sale in
Commissary" (Jan. 13, 2014)  That's why I'm working to effectuate the provision of copies of
this  informal  resolution  request  to  the  Director  of  the  DOJ-FBOP,  as  well  as  the  Regional
Director.  

Those rules are just words on paper.  They can be changed, in the legal way, very quickly.  (They
can also be ignored, as other rules are, but that sets a bad example.)  I am asking the three of you
to  work  together  to  ensure  prompt  changes  to  the  rules,  to  authorize  the  sale  of  fruits  and
vegetables, under the general terms and conditions set out for the sale of goods to inmates.  They
call for a markup of 30% - that's why I propose this amount of markup.

No less an authority than First Lady Michelle Obama preaches the gospel of eating more fresh
fruits and vegetables, especially raw or lightly cooked vegetables.  The health benefits of such a
diet are well documented.  The monetary benefits at this prison complex would without doubt
amount to millions of dollars annually.  These savings could be used to reduce or eliminate the
backlog  of  dental  and  medical  issues,  and  to  pay  liabilities  accrued  by  past  institutional
negligence.

As I speak, I am providing legal assistance to an inmate who received a prescription from an
outside doctor, for more fresh raw fruits and vegetables.  As soon as he got back to the prison,
the prison medical personnel, under pressure from Operations, told him that this prescription
would  not  be  honored.   He  got  the  prescription  because  his  blood  lipids  (cholesterol  and
triglycerides) are some multiple of safe levels.  He desperately needs to consume a diet heavy in
fresh raw fruits and vegetables, just as the doctor ordered.

Currently, there is only one way to do that.  He has to "steal" the food, or get someone else to
"steal"  the food.   Your Operations  policies  and personnel  make a  complete  mockery of  his
medical  needs  and prescriptions.   Operations  won't  dispense  him the  food that  he  needs  to
preserve his life and health, for free or for money.  He's completed the Tort Claim process.  His
right to sue has accrued.  Can I tell the court that the Rivera administration has ordered a stop to
the lawless interference with doctor prescriptions?  

This question calls for an answer.  I will give you 10 business days to answer, more if you tell
me that additional time might reasonably result in a more favorable answer.  If you don't answer
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one way or another, I will construe your silence as a "no."  You should expect your answer to
show up in a plaintiff's complaint, regardless of whether or not your response is favorable to the
interests of inmate health and taxpayer health care cost containment. 

How do I know that the interference with physician prescriptions comes from Operations and not
from Medical?   First,  because  both  Drs.  Piekar  and  Resto  solemnly  promised  me  during  a
previous hunger strike to use every persuasive device within their power to help me improve the
health of the inmate population.   Second, because Dr. Piekar was notorious for counseling the
inmates to eat more fresh raw fruits and vegetables, to get their weight in a healthy range, and to
get into good physical condition with proper exercise.  I know that these learned and professional
men DID NOT override the wise and medically sound prescription of a fellow doctor, especially
when it dovetails perfectly with their own advice routinely dispensed. 

Both of these doctors are now gone.  Job satisfaction for medical personnel at this facility is
dreadful.  Deputy Captain Ray Hinkle told me that this facility needs 5 doctors.  It now has none
- not one.  They are given an impossible  job, with virtually no ability to effectuate positive
change.  The human psyche is not designed to tolerate such internal contradictions over the long
term.  Your medical and dental personnel deserve far better than the conditions under which they
now labor.

Don't worry that one inmate can't eat a whole bag of onions or carrots.  Inmates sell goods to
each other all the time.  Adam Smith's "invisible hand" is alive and well in the DOJ-FBOP.  No
matter how hard the DOJ-FBOP tries to persecute and abolish commerce, it flourishes.  Inmate
to inmate commerce and trade benefits the DOJ-FBOP and inmates alike.  

All  attempts  to  snuff  it  out  -  stamp  purchase  and  possession  limits,  commissary  purchase
limitations,  etc.,  should  be  abolished  forthwith.     All  such  rules  are  perverse,  expensive,
spectacularly ineffective, and counterproductive to the legitimate expectations of the taxpayers.
All such rules are silent tributes to the failed philosophies of Marx and Lenin.

Ordinarily, I would not resort to the Law of Moses and Jesus in support of arguments in favor of
secular law/rule/policy changes.  However, it can be shown, to any reasonable mind, that all the
problems plaguing the DOJ-FBOP in general, and this prison complex specifically, can be traced
to the routine and flagrant violation of one commandment that appears in the Law of Moses, and
also in the commands of Jesus, VERBATIM.  That command, declared by Jesus to be second
only to the command to love God with heart, mind, soul and strength, is the command to "love
your  neighbor as yourself."   (Matt:  22:39,  Lev.  19:18)   Jesus  told the religious  leaders  that
obeying these two commandments was enough to lead to life eternal.  (Luke 10:25-37)

It is impossible to "love your neighbor as yourself" and continue to maintain and enforce the
local rules, practices, and policies of this prison complex, and the National rules, as currently
constituted.  The price of failing to obey Jesus and Moses is high, and paid in various ways.  Of
paramount importance to the American taxpayer who pays your salary, consider the following
short list:

1) Recidivism of 70%.  I heard this figure from the mouth of Warden T. C. Outlaw.  If this
figure is inaccurate or misleading, please provide me with thorough, accurate, complete, and
detailed figures, statistics, and analyses, so I can use official figures in future writings.

2) Overcrowding of nearly 40%.  Overcrowding is the natural and probable consequence of
recidivism.  Recidivism is the accounting of correctional failure, and accounts for at least
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40% of all correctional expenditures by the DOJ-FBOP.  Well managed correctional systems
regularly  achieve  single  digit  recidivism  rates.   Every  single  one  of  those  successful
correctional programs hew to the philosophy of "love your neighbor as yourself" in their
treatment of offenders.  In other words, they operate their correctional programs consistent
with the core teachings of Jesus and Moses. 

3) Educational results are intolerable.  I just talked to Education personnel, who told me that
this prison failed Regional's most recent Program Review.  In other words, this prison fails to
meet up with the wretchedly low educational standards of the DOJ-FBOP.

4) Prison health care costs are large but the health results are utterly abysmal.

I ask of you nothing on the basis of the Holy Writ alone, without full and fair authority from
constitution, laws and objective human reason.  Consider for example the "Trust Fund" which
consists of money derived from commissary profits, etc.

The position of trustee of a trust imposes a fiduciary obligation, well recognized by state and
federal  courts.   The  esteemed  Benjamin  Cardozo  enunciated  the  fundamental  rule  for  such
fiduciaries as follows.  The trustee is bound by "the punctilio of honor the most sensitive."  The
trustee must hold and use the money for the use and benefit of the beneficiaries.  Self-dealing,
favoritism  to  preferred  vendors,  dishonesty  of  any  sort,  or  any  device  whatsoever  that  is
inconsistent with the interests of the beneficiaries, is strictly forbidden.

But  that  is  not how your  "Trust Fund" operates in  practice.   For many years  we have been
charged $1.95 for plain unscented white Dove soap.  Many inmates, me included, need this soap
for  its  hypoallergenic  qualities.   It  is  designed  to  protect  the  skin.    P.  4500.09  Trust
Fund/Deposit Fund Manual, Ch. 3.4(b) Pricing, (Jan. 13, 2014) authorizes a 5% markup on items
bought at retail.  Plain Dove soap is about $1 at Wal*Mart.  The authorized price of this product,
bought from Wal*Mart, (where prison employees routinely make purchases of goods for prison
use)  would  be  about  $1.05.   Purchased  wholesale,  the  Program Statements  call  for  a  30%
markup.  Under no circumstances should commissary charge over approximately $1.30 for Dove
soap.

After years of overcharging, this prison discontinued the plain Dove soap, in favor of strongly
scented green soap.  That soap weighs less (4 vs. 4.25 ounces) costs more ($2.25 v. $1.95) and is
less suitable for the task at hand, since the strong scents, dyes, etc., are more liable to irritate the
skin.  I can see no reason for the change except inside dealing to help a political favorite.

The cop-out to Trust Fund Supervisor Mr. Torry on or about 1-28-2014 was ignored.  I am re-
submitting the COP-OUT, modified slightly, asking for the same relief.  This time I am asking
you, as Warden, to contact Mr. Torry and ask him to provide a prompt, favorable response to the
request.

If you were an inmate, you would not want to be overcharged for basic hygiene supplies, nor
would you want to be denied access to the best commonly available soap for the preservation of
the healthiest skin.  Jesus himself uttered the "Golden Rule," which says "So in everything, do to
others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets."  (Matt.
7:12, NIV)  In this case, the Golden Rule and the Program Statements call for the same result.
You have sent inmates to the hospital with MRSA (drug resistant staph) on numerous occasions.
Healthy, unbroken skin is the best defense against this costly disease.  You should do everything
in your  power to promote good hygiene.   You should also ban anti-bacterial  soap from this
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compound - on commissary or otherwise.   It is good for nothing but giving disease causing
bacteria practice at resisting antibiotics.

Think about this.  Is it just and fair to prosecute me for "possession of anything not authorized"
when this prison routinely violates so many of its own rules?  Claiming that I am not authorized
to possess my own food outside of chow hall constitutes defiance of the laws of Moses and
Jesus.  It treats inmates without dentures or partials with arbitrary and capricious cruelty. If Ms.
Ward's frustrated exclamation "but its still against the rules!!!" is given credit, why doesn't this
prison have to obey its own rules?   The DOJ-FBOP makes the rules and could change them at
any time.  Rather than change the rules in the legal way, they just selectively ignore those that do
not suit their purposes at a given moment in time.

Consider this fact.  Your Institution Supplement still provides for smoking areas for inmates (See
Inst.  Supp.  1640.02-04).   I  know  that  the  Program  Statements  (National  policies)  prohibit
smoking.   Why  don't  you  update  your  Institution  Supplement  to  reflect  current  rules  and
regulations?  Your administration apparently isn't very proud of the Institution Supplement -it
has only one copy in the law library, to serve some 2,000 inmates.  Inmates cannot check it out
even for short periods of time.  When my Unit Manager saw me in possession of it outside the
library, she summarily seized the document and sent it back to the law library.

Why don't you make sure a copy publicly available in every housing unit?  I have offered in
good faith to help update the rules, so that they are current, and show the history of the rules in
succinct and accurate form.

The DOJ-FBOP formerly allowed inmates to use computer programs such as WordPerfect, the
Microsoft Suite, etc.  By inmate recollection that changed in about 2002 or 2003.  I haven't been
here that long.  However, I can tell you that one of the reasons that the Education Department of
this prison is an abject failure is the fact that they are not allowed to teach inmates to use current
office and commercial software.  It is utterly impossible to educate for the modern world while
denying access to these programs.

This policy comes from National.  It needs to be reversed by National, and posthaste.  If honest
correctional services are any part of the program of the DOJ-FBOP, it will allow inmates to teach
themselves  the basics,  in the housing units,  at  any reasonable hour.   That  starts  with proper
reading,  writing,  speaking,  and typing the English language.   Until  all  4  of  those skills  are
MASTERED, it makes no sense to start on anything else.  Effective education requires a solid
foundation in the basics.

It  gets  worse.   This  prison regularly seizes  NeoSmart  machines  from incoming inmates  and
destroys them.  NeoSmarts are hopelessly antiquated typing devices that cost about $60.  This
prison requires the inmate to confess a value of $200 and promise to pay that amount if the
machine is lost or destroyed as a condition of using it.

Worse yet, this prison only stocks 22 of these machines.  It is NOT because of budget limitations
that there are so few of them.  If it was, they would take the confiscated NeoSmarts and put them
in  the  library.   Instead,  they  destroy  the  NeoSmarts,  so  as  to  keep  the  inmate  population
constantly starved for any means of typing and saving information for later edit. 

NeoSmarts cannot be checked out overnight.  All files must be cleared daily.  This ensures that
inmates cannot economically write a manuscript, and efficiently change it later.  The only tool
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available for this task is Trulincs, and that costs 5 cents a minute.  Most inmates cannot afford
any substantial amount of time at that rate.  There are only 5 Trulincs computers in the units.  I
have begged and pleaded for Uninterruptible Power Supplies, so that thunderstorms and power
surges don't destroy the computers.  This request falls on deaf ears.  Inmate funds pay for the
computers, so Trust Fund personnel see no reason to protect them from senseless destruction.
My housing unit has been short at least one Trulincs computer, for months.

The "punctilio of honor the most sensitive" has transmogrified into a callous contempt for the
welfare of the inmates, and indirectly for the welfare and the interests of the public that pays the
taxes to support the DOJ-FBOP.  Remember, it was the taxpayers, by and through Congress - not
merely  inmates  -  who imposed  a  "trust"  upon commissary  profits.  When you  disregard  the
common law rules of trust, you disregard the expressed will of the very people who pay your
salary. 

The same mindset prevails with respect to microwaves and hot water dispensers.  If this prison
would  maintain  at  least  4  commercial/industrial  grade  microwaves  per  housing  unit,  plus  a
quality hot water dispenser, the microwaves would last 2-4 times as long as they currently last,
maybe more.  Heat is the natural enemy of a microwave.  By installing too few microwaves, the
microwave ovens are quickly destroyed.

It is impossible to let the microwaves cool down.  Attempting to prevent their use when hot
would start a fight - and Operations knows this fact.  Operations continue to prevail upon the
Trust Fund to under-stock microwaves and hot water dispensers, knowing full  well  that  this
tactic squanders the Trust Fund moneys held for the benefit of the inmate population.  Operations
(apparently deliberately) create tensions among the inmates and then put anyone who fights into
SHU.  The cost of SHU, of course, would pay for more microwaves than we could possibly find
space for in the housing units.

The water heaters are designed to dispense 140 to 180 degree water for coffee & tea.  The water
is hard, there is no softener for the water and cleaning/maintenance is haphazard at best.  I'm told
the plan is to quit maintaining them altogether.  These water heaters don't last long under these
circumstances, which puts enormous strain on an already inadequate microwave stock.  Inmates
explain the illogic of this system to counselors and housing Unit Managers.  The effort is futile.
Low level DOJ-FBOP employees know that these prison policies are perverse, but they can't stop
it.

We can't get generic foam filter material to cover up the condenser coils on the ice machines.
That's destructive of equipment and wasteful of electricity.  Virtually every piece of equipment
designed for inmate convenience and comfort is similarly treated.  Heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning equipment (HVAC) has not had operable thermostatic control for at least 4 years,
by the admission of your  own personnel.   Time and space do not permit  a complete  list  of
wasteful  practices.   Inmate  attempts  to  correct  these  deficiencies  are,  for  the  most  part,
aggressively resisted. 

The source of this obstructionism is Operations.  The Warden is in control of Operations.  If
Operations decides to obey their own rules, and Jesus and Moses, it will authorize the installation
of enough heavy duty microwaves to carry the load.  Placards (inmates can make them) will
advise the inmates to rotate microwaves as appropriate to prevent overheating.  Water heaters
will be cleaned and maintained regularly.  Backup equipment will always be sitting on the shelf,
ready to go if the need arises.  All computers will be protected by UPS devices.
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"Punctilio of honor the most sensitive?"  That's a foreign concept at this prison, but it doesn't
have to be that way.

WHISTLEBLOWER RETALIATION

I assume you  will  claim that  I  am not  being  persecuted  for  my activities  in  assisting  other
inmates with their legal matters.  Consider the objective facts. 

Before going to SHU, I had just finished sending 8 Tort Claims to National, in one envelope,
under a COVER LETTER.  I submit the letter for the consideration of my peers, the taxpayers
who pay for  your  salary and my daily  bread.   Yes,  the letter  was somewhat  critical  of  the
government.   It  also concerns the public business.  Anyone who submits a claim for money
damages from the public Treasury is involved in a public concern, at least to some extent.  The
taxpayers have a right to the honest and impartial determination of claims for money.  They also
have a right - perhaps even a duty - to prevent or at least limit government conduct likely to give
rise to additional unnecessary claims against the public funds.

If the 1st Amendment protects anything, it protects speech critical of the government.  This was
also peaceful petition for the redress of grievances.  Not only did I help other inmates (a legal
right acknowledged as bona fide by none other than your Associate Warden Smith) I also sought
to vindicate my own legal rights. 

My teeth are all serviceable.  But I have nearly 10 years of incarceration ahead of me.  If I keep
getting "shots" like the one discussed herein, it will be more than 10 years.  If I lose a filling,
here  is  what  I  expect.   I  expect  a  NON-TOXIC,  PERMANENT,  PROFESSIONALLY
INSTALLED, replacement filling, provided within a reasonable time.

Before prison, my dentist told me that my fillings were all good.  He told me that he would
consider crowns on some teeth if I lost a filling or otherwise had problems.  He advised against
disturbing teeth that cause no pain, discomfort, or reduced serviceability.   I agreed - I see no
reason to fix what is not broken.  

If I need a crown, I intend to get it.  No salvageable tooth in my mouth is for sale - at any price.
If the DOJ-FBOP thinks that a crown is too expensive for a mere inmate, I want to know, here
and now, what if anything will be paid toward getting the crown.  I also want to know whether or
not I will be allowed to make up the difference to ensure that I get quality and competent dental
services.  The same goes for other cutting edge dental repairs, such as prosthetic teeth.  I want to
know how much the DOJ-FBOP will pay toward the cost.  Then I want to know if I will be
allowed reasonable opportunity to use my own skills, knowledge and experience to earn enough
money to make up the difference, to get the care that I need.  I know the current policy - the
DOJ-FBOP won't fix it, won't let the inmate fix it, and certainly won't let the inmate work at
productive enterprise to earn their own medical or dental services.  Separately or as a whole,
these policies are perverse and lawless.  I want them changed. 

I have also sent a letter to Charles E. Samuels, Jr., Director of the DOJ-FBOP, and Attorney
General Eric Holder, asking them to ensure that 3 appeals of mine, now pending at National are
heard and decided.  Despite admitted receipt of the letters, and a duty to respond, they maintain
their silence.
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Last year I also assisted a black inmate in another unit with his 2255.  I was threatened with
SHU, and therefore filed a request for investigation and informal resolution, on grounds of racial
discrimination.  That request has been ignored - as far as I know, no investigation has taken
place.  I am also helping another inmate with a 2255.  That inmate has been shipped to another
facility. 

On 2-18-2014, the day that I was taken to SHU, I had just received the record for another inmate
with an airtight 2255 case that called for his total exoneration and immediate release.   For the 30
days in SHU, I could do nothing for him.

My  own  co-defendant  was  shipped  some  500  miles  further  from  home,  and  subjected  to
draconian restrictions on his ability to communicate.  This of course devastates my own ability to
defend  -  I  depended  upon  him  for  part  of  my  own  defense.   I  know  of  other  politically
troublesome  inmates  who  have  gotten  "diesel  therapy."   I  knew  of  that  behavior  from my
practice of law, before I came to prison.  Edgar Steele, a well known political dissident in DOJ-
FBOP custody, and a master of the political essay,  now languishes in SHU.  Of course, it is
couched as being "for his own good" because of threats to his personal safety.  But his personal
safety can be protected without injury to his ability to write effectively - if his safety is truly the
objective.

I'd like to wait  longer to see whether further indicia  of whistleblower retaliation arise.   The
problem with that strategy is that if I get sent to SHU, I won't even have a SHU pen with which
to defend my rights.  I won't have a copy of the rules.  The fundamental essence of due process is
the right to be heard in a reasonable time and a reasonable manner.  It is a virtual certainty that I
won't be accorded such rights in SHU.

Your own personnel don't have any confidence in the shot for which I just went to SHU.  I was
served a copy of DHO Ms. Ward's ruling on the most recent shot, on 3-13-2014.  I was informed
that this event triggered the start of my appeal time - even though I didn't have a SHU pen,
appellate rules, substantive rules, or the other essential documents in the case.   

On Friday, 3-28-2014, after getting out of SHU, I asked my counselor, Mr. Morman, (at the time
also  serving as  Acting  Unit  Manager)  for  an extension  of  time to file  my Regional  appeal,
explaining that despite my best efforts I can't get the documents required for the appeal.  The
appeal due date was Wednesday April 2, 2014.  That is when it is due IN THE REGIONAL
OFFICE - and Regional gets to say when they got the appeal documents.  The written "shot" was
taken from me when I was put "on paper."  I have repeatedly asked for a copy of the "shot" that
includes my statement in response, and other documents that I signed.  My counselor Ms. Boston
says she is still waiting for them. 

Mr. Morman said on Friday, 3-28-2014 that he would not give me an extension of time to file the
appeal - because it was not yet late!  I explained that I could not with any degree of reliability get
Regional to admit timely receipt even if I sent the documents on Monday.  No matter, he stood
his ground.  He would not grant an extension.  All he has to do after the deadline is to say that it
is now too late to ask for an extension.

I got another copy of the "shot" from Ms. Lindley on 4-1-2014.  The appeal was due in Regional
Offices on the following day.  My Unit Manager had not been in the office for several days.  I
was  told  that  Ms.  Ballard,  Wynne  Unit  Manager,  was  at  that  time  serving  as  Acting  Unit
Manager for Marianna Housing Unit, where I live.  By the time I got to Ms. Ballard's office on
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April 1, she had left for the day.  The next day, she told me that she would not get the extension
for me.   She said I  needed to get a note about the circumstances,  and then file  a motion at
Regional.  I explained that I had previously gotten my extensions at this facility,  from a Unit
Manager.  She was unmoved by that information.

I respectfully request that you direct that I get an extension in this case, and change policy at this
prison, directing that all counselors, secretaries, case managers, or housing unit managers shall
give one 30 day extension of any Regional or National appeal AS A MATTER OF RIGHT.  The
DOJ-FBOP gives itself extensions as a matter of course, simply by informing the inmate that the
extension is granted.  The DOJ-FBOP has the best office equipment and services the world has
to offer - we have virtually nothing.  Our printers and copiers are routinely out of service or
produce defective copies.  Surely we can get one 30 day automatic extension.

EDUCATION DOESN'T HAVE TO COME AT TAXPAYER EXPENSE

I was assigned a job in Education shortly after the end of the hunger strike commenced 4-15-
2013.  I've held the job continuously from that time until I was terminated as a result of going to
SHU on 2-18-2014.  Yet I have received no money whatsoever.

Why am I not paid for my job?  Perhaps you will say that it was a "ghost job."  But you're not
supposed to have any ghost jobs at all.  If you tell the public that you gave an inmate a job, it
ought to be the truth.  It should be a meaningful job at which the inmate works and develops
skills that will stand them in good stead upon release.

Consider  for  a  moment  the  talent  your  administration  has  sidelined.   I  have  a  BSBA  in
Administrative Management from the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville, with high honors,
in 1988.  It took me three years to get that degree, despite the fact that I started with a GED, and
skipped the spring 1986 and spring 1987 semesters.  If you doubt this tale, I'll get you original
GED and college transcripts - just ask.  I earned a law degree at the same university in 1990, and
practiced law for 19 years before coming to prison.

You want to get inmates to earn a GED.  I know that you do.  But you can't succeed at that
endeavor as long as Wal*Mart candy and $25 for graduation is all the motivation that you can
supply.  I want to help you make your GED program an outstanding success.  I've been down the
path of non-traditional education.  My university education was preceded and enabled by a GED.
Please hear me out while I tell you what I need.

I need a promise of 30 days for each of the 5 segments that the inmate passes.  If they score at
the 60th percentile on a given segment, raise that 25%; at the 70th, 50%; at the 80th, 75%; at or
above the 90th percentile, double the days.

Right now you don't have the Congressional authorization to give "days off" as in extra "good
time  credits."   That's  ok.   Pass  out  extra  halfway  house,  home  confinement,  or  other  less
restrictive confinement.  Promise the inmates you'll upgrade the benefit to "good time credit" as
soon as Congress allows it.  You DO HAVE the legal authority to grant home confinement, right
now.  If your lawyers can't confirm that, ask me and I'll provide the legal authority for you.  And
it will pay you, and the taxpayers, in spades.  And if you show Congress the value of it, you will
not only get their admiration and respect - you will get the power and authority to pass out "good
time credits" for educational achievement.
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A  side  benefit  of  home  confinement  is  that  it  saves  most  of  the  $30,000  annual  cost  of
incarceration.  You need that cash savings to catch up the backlog of dental and medical needs.
You'll be killing two birds with one stone.

I am not looking for a lawsuit.  A skinny settlement beats a fat lawsuit any day.  I want my job
back.  I want to work on two other projects as well.  You can "pay" inmates to do College Level
Examination Program studies.  "Pay" for success the same way, at the same rate, that you pay for
inmates who earn a GED.  Use the schedule set forth above and treat 3 college credit hours as
one segment of the GED.  Therefore, a course worth 8 hours of college credit would be worth 80
days of home confinement or other reduced detention status.

I earned a total of 50 hours non-traditional college credit.  Non-traditional learning opportunities
enabled me to graduate in 3 years.  I want to share the skills attained thereby with other inmates.
I want to help you obtain educational success while spending LESS taxpayer money to get it.

I need substantial rewards and motivators, but I also need the tools for effective education.  For
example, I'm studying Russian.  My wife and I adopted two Russian teens.  They speak fluent
Russian.   I  want to  be able  to  communicate  with them in their  native language.   You have
Russian language learning tapes in the library.   But so far I haven't been able to make them
available as MP3 files.  I need those files, for my own use and the use of others.

I also want to learn Spanish, and help native Spanish speakers learn English.  That requires two
sets of MP3 files.  We need top quality language learning MP3s for English speakers learning
Spanish, and also for Spanish speakers learning English.  Put those online together with the paid
music files.

The DOJ-FBOP should maintain a folder of free MP3 audio resources.  Many civic minded
citizens would supply free MP3 files if they had the chance.  Classical music, educational and
religious materials, etc., should be welcomed.  Prison inmates are typically poor.  We should not
be limited to expensive, commercially available popular music.  There should be a free section,
and there should also be a section for paid educational material, economically sourced.

DON'T JUST TEACH -- CONDITION INMATES TO ACT HONESTLY

Part of your job as warden of a federal prison should be teaching inmates that they NEVER have
to lie, cheat, or steal in order to survive.  If we cannot honestly secure access to quality language
learning materials for free, without infringing any valid copyright claims, then sell the material.
Let us ask the owner of the intellectual property, get permission on the best terms available, and
purchase license to use the material.  Let us earn enough money and buy what we need.  We
should never be encouraged or coerced into dishonesty, to get what we need. 

Your craft programs force inmates to pay excessive prices for materials.  Then we are shut out of
good markets for crafts, because we don't have access to sell on Ebay, Etsy, and other internet
venues.  Neither of these policies is necessary or defensible.  There is no legitimate or honorable
reason to deny us these resources.

Quilting provides an example.  Quilting is one of the lowest tech economic pursuits imaginable.
But if you let us buy heirloom quality materials at the best prices on Ebay, and then sell the end
product on Ebay or Etsy, we could earn at least $2 per hour.  That's untenable in the free world.
In this prison, you have hundreds of inmates who would jump at the chance to earn $4,000 in a
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2,000 hour year.  They would buy their own educational materials; pay the proctors to administer
GED and CLEP tests, etc.  If you think there is a rational reason to deny this opportunity to the
inmates, I would like to hear it.  I'd like to have a chance at rebuttal.

I have been told that this prison has had educational computers sitting on pallets in a warehouse
for some 18 months.  There is no need for that, and no justification.  We should have good
computers in the housing units, with access to www.alfatyping.com, www.khanacademy.com,
and various other safe and effective educational sites.  In fact, if you ever want to actually have a
modern,  successful  correctional  program,  these  resources  are  indispensable.
INDISPENSABLE!!!  They need to be accessible in the housing units, from 6:00 AM until 11:45
PM, at least.  

When I went to SHU, all my extra Ibico binder combs were confiscated.  All my good pens and
markers and small office supplies were taken.  There is no legitimate reason for this.  These
goods could be sold by Education in the same way that I have proposed the sale of healthy food.
If you allow sales of standard boxes of Ibico binders, such as are sold at office supply stores,
they WILL be spread around to where they're needed; ditto for good quality pens, highlighters,
staplers, whiteout pens, etc.  

At present, your personnel will provide Ibico binders to inmates who can prove they are required
for a court filing that will be sent out of the prison.  The whole goal of this policy is to obstruct
any effort to organize documents, or teach less fortunate inmates the best way to organize and
store documents.  The policy is founded upon defiance to the teachings of Moses and Jesus.  It is
founded  upon  defiance  of  the  Golden  Rule  and  the  requirement  to  "love  your  neighbor  as
yourself."

If you give us a chance to be honest, and dissuade dishonesty by economic means, you can get an
exceedingly high rate of honesty in daily practice.  This prison creates a culture of corruption by
making theft, or the trafficking in stolen goods, the only practical means of getting necessities or
virtual necessities.  Even to the extent that items are ordered from Recreation, your personnel
simply presume that virtually all office supplies found in an inmate's locker are stolen, and take
them away. 

DOJ-FBOP policies constitute highly effective devices to break down psychological barriers to
theft, lying, and deceit.  Such policies force dishonesty in one manner.  After the psychological
barrier is broken, the inmate learns to use the same thinking and tactics in other situations, even
in cases where honest options are available.

Remember that Jesus said that divorcing a woman "caused" her to commit adultery.   What a
strange concept!  Adultery under the Law of Moses was a death penalty offense.  So how could
anyone "cause" some OTHER person to commit adultery?  Under the Law of Moses, fault is
individual.  The law itself prohibited punishing the children for the fault of the fathers, or vice
versa.  Deut. 24:16  "...each is to die for his own sin."

It's really not a hard concept to understand.  When a powerful individual leaves the poor and
downtrodden with no practical option for survival, consistent with the laws of God, they may
well "cause" that person to commit various offenses.  It is no bigger stretch to say that the DOJ-
FBOP "causes" inmates to steal, than it is to say that divorcing a woman in Jesus' time "caused"
her to commit adultery.
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I'm not simply asking you to give me the stated responsibilities, programs and opportunities in
Education.  I'm asking you to give the inmates of this prison a system and a culture that allows
them  to  leave  this  prison  with  a  conscience  FREE  OF  OFFENSE  OR  GUILT  AGAINST
ANYONE.  

In fact, I will also ask for a "conscience fund."  That makes no sense now, since most of the
things inmates buy and sell on this compound are "stolen," because there is no other way to
survive.  But if you give us a chance to deal honestly, you should also create a "conscience fund"
that allows inmates to pay for what they stole, or for stolen goods knowingly received, whether
recently or in the distant past.

A great many inmates identify with your authority, and try with every fiber of their being to obey
you.  They condemn others who routinely flout the rules, steal, buy stolen goods, etc.  But no
matter how puritanical or pharisaical they may be, they cannot completely avoid violation of the
rules of this prison.  I've looked long and hard I cannot find one prisoner able to do this.  If you
think you know one, please let me know.  I am confident that I can get said prisoner to admit
violation  of  your  rules,  from  his  own  mouth,  in  no  more  than  2  minutes  of  polite  cross-
examination.

Stalin's secret police were capable of destroying any political enemy at any time, through the
criminal law.  "Show me the man and I'll show you the crime" was their mantra.  Their rules
were  so  onerous  that  no  one  could  obey  them.   Persons  loyal  to  the  regime  committed
innumerable "crimes" but were never charged.  Political enemies could always be targeted and
sent the Siberian gulag.

I'm asking for serious changes in the regulatory framework and in the operations, of this prison.
I've suggested retaliation for whistle-blowing.  But I'm not trying to "take you on."  In fact, I'm
trying my best to give you a face saving opportunity to "come my way." 

Consider this.  After many days of being denied enough clothes and bedding to stay warm, I
refused to drink Boost when my blood sugar was below 50.  I knew that this would trigger the
use of force.  Your acting Captain, Mr. Andino, brokered a deal whereby I would get extra paper
sheets and a suicide watch smock, so I could stay reasonably warm.  I drank the Boost.  I hope
you'll express your gratitude to him, for his practical wisdom.

A few days later, your personnel decided I had broken the hunger strike by juicing an orange on
my tray, and drinking the juice.  I was placed in a cell with another inmate.  Medical disabused
them of this  mistaken notion, and I was put back into the hunger strike cell.   However, the
clothing and blankets and sheets were once again taken away from me.  I was put me back "on
paper." 
 
I could not "break" under this abuse, and told your personnel so.  I didn't drink any Boost at all
for the remainder of the hunger strike.  It was your good fortune that the cell wasn't too cold, and
my blood sugar never registered below 50 after that. 

Your correctional officer Mr. Bradshaw came to me on Tuesday night, 3-18-2014, and asked me
to eat that night.  I'd already said I would eat at noon the next day.  I told him that I would eat
because I was looking for a face-saving way of "coming your way."   I wanted to exhibit a co-
operative  attitude.   I  cannot  reward  arbitrary  punishment,  or  give  the  appearance  of  it.  But
sufficient time had elapsed, to make it clear that I would not break under the misery of cold or
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the humiliation of nakedness.  Once again, I hope you will express your appreciation to Mr.
Bradshaw for his excellent work.

The last three hunger strikes have been broken IN SPITE OF, and not BECAUSE OF, hostility
and abuse.  In fact, in each of these three instances it was because of an act of kindness, and/or a
polite request, by one of your personnel; nor is this aberrant behavior.  Human beings naturally
tend to respond favorably to kindness, understanding and empathy.

I have had misgivings about raising the question of whistleblower retaliation.  I am not looking
for a quarrel with you.  Consider my interaction with your CO Mr. Vickers.  

Mr. Vickers confiscated 2 salt packets from me.  We stared each other down through the glass of
the door to cell 124.  He was angry with me for hunger striking, and made that fact clear. 

I ran to get the salt and eat it - but stopped myself two steps later.  The reason I treasure salt is
because it defends me against dehydration.  Salt helps me retain a healthy amount of water.  It is
very difficult to kill a healthy adult simply by lack of food, until fat reserves fall to perilous
levels.   Adding  dehydration  to  the  mix  dramatically  increases  the  danger  of  serious  health
consequences.  Dehydration, especially in combination with cold temperatures, can cause death
or serious permanent disability.   I'm perfectly willing to hunger strike, in exercise of my 1st
Amendment speech and petition rights.  I  will not willingly die or lose bodily function over
stupidity.  I try to keep at least two steps between me and any health disaster. 

In less than a second of reflection, I realized the folly of exposing myself to the threat of another
"shot," over two packets of salt.  I stopped, cuffed up, and let Mr. Vickers confiscate the salt.  He
had no right to it whatsoever, but that didn't matter.  I told him where I had hidden it, and let him
confiscate it.

Mr. Vickers later had a change of heart.  He quit castigating me for hunger striking.  He made it
plain that he didn't support keeping me "on paper" without enough clothes or bedding to stay
warm.  His empathy plainly showed through his words as well as his behavior.  He treated me
with respect, and I reciprocated.

I prefer what he did over any apology expressed in words.  I know he had a change of heart by
his behavior.  By his actions it was clear he no longer bore me any hostility, for hunger striking,
for my political opinions, or for anything else.  I forgave him from my heart, and expressed my
gratitude back to him the best that I could. 

I extend the same offer to you.  If you treat me consistent with my legal rights, I'm satisfied.
You don't have to admit anything.  Just act in a manner consistent with respect for the Law of
Moses and the teachings of Jesus.

You may say that my misfortunes come not from any targeted retaliation but rather from rogue
officers  such as Witcher,  Sheldon, and Price.   That's  not a good defense.   It  is  your  job to
adequately train, motivate, and supervise your own personnel.  Your records and statistics will
show that  Mr.  Sheldon especially  is  responsible  for  a  massive  amount  of  counterproductive
expense for the taxpayers.  He constantly stirs up trouble, usually for the pettiest of reasons.  Ms.
Ward reliably takes "good time" when she hears cases involving his accusations.  Administrative
and disciplinary SHU time adds to the cost.  The social and human cost is large.  Often, the loss
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of 27 days of good time means that a small child or children will have to wait another 27 days to
see daddy home again. 

You have a LEGAL DUTY to prevent Mr. Sheldon from squandering resources that are needed
to discharge your constitutional duty to provide adequate dental and medical care.  Furthermore,
and  very  importantly,  it  is  not  sufficient  to  simply  play  a  game  of  "musical  chairs"  with
incompetent, corrupt, and abusive correctional personnel.  If they cannot or will not do their job
in a professional and effective manner, they should be either fired or, if that is impossible, placed
in a position that does not allow them do substantial damage.  It is your job to make sure that
happens.  Mr. Sheldon has drawn a federal paycheck long enough to qualify for a retirement
check.  The old dog is not likely to learn any new tricks.  

I've tried to do a Freedom of Information Act (FOI) request, through persons on the outside of
this prison, on three occasions.  The DOJ has not acknowledged these requests - not one single
time.   If  the public  is  to  acquire  the  information  that  is  necessary to  ascertain  who is  most
egregiously wasting the taxpayers' funds, a lawsuit is clearly required.  But why should that be
necessary? 

I WANT TO BE YOUR SLAVE

I cannot give you anything of value - that is construed as bribery and I would be given a shot for
that.  But I can help you make this prison the crown jewel of the DOJ-FBOP.  That shouldn't be
particularly difficult - you don't have much competition. 

As the 10th Circuit explained in Battle v. Anderson, persons are sent to prison AS punishment,
not  FOR punishment.   It  is  sufficient  punishment  that  my small  children  will  grow up and
graduate high school, perhaps college also, without a father.  It is enough that I am separated
from my beloved trees, the land that I love, my wife, and my friends - essentially, everything that
matters to me.

It comes as a surprise to many people that Jesus did not in His teachings specifically forbid
slavery.  Slavery was presumed and regulated by the Law of Moses.  Jesus did not forbid slavery.
This is not to say that Jesus didn't care about liberty - He certainly did.  Jesus provided a mission
statement, taken from the prophet Isaiah, which reads as follows:

The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me
to preach good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim freedom 
for the prisoners
and recovery of sight for the blind, 
to release the oppressed,
to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor. 
(Mark 4:18-19, NIV)

Twice His mission statement references liberty or freedom.  "Sight to the blind" can reasonably
be construed as expressing a goal of health for mankind.  Furthermore, Jesus proved His divinity
by healing the sick, more than by any other proof of supernatural power.  Repeatedly in the Law
of Moses, health is promised for obedience to God, ill  health is promised as a judgment for
disobedience.  Preaching to the poor involves providing wisdom, learning, and information that
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will  enable a more  productive and satisfying  life.   Otherwise why would it  be called "good
news?"

When Jesus taught His disciples to pray, He said:

Our father in heaven,
Hallowed be your name,
Your kingdom come,
Your will be done
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us today our daily bread. 
Forgive us our debts, 
as we have also forgiven our
debtors...
Matt. 6:9-12

If one prays as Jesus counseled, one must pray that "His kingdom come and His will be done,"
on earth as it is in heaven.  We can hardly deny knowledge of His will.  He set forth His mission
statement in plain language, and counseled the study of God's word. 

Jesus said to "Love your enemies."  Matt. 5:44.  He also said to forgive men their trespasses.   He
said:

For if you forgive men when they sin against you, 
your heavenly Father will also forgive you.  
But if you will not forgive men their sins, 
your Father will not forgive your sins.
Matt. 6:14-15, NIV

Yet Jesus did not  abrogate  or question  the provision of  the Law of Moses  providing that  a
burglar may be killed by the defending homeowner without criminal liability.  Exodus 22:2.  The
burglar may not, however, lawfully be killed after the sun comes up. Id.

These  requirements  aren't  inconsistent.   It  is  neither  contradictory  nor  illogical  to  give  the
homeowner a right to deadly force in defense of hearth and home, and simultaneously require the
same homeowner to "love his enemies."  Deadly force is authorized when life and limb is in
jeopardy but when the offender is subdued and detained and no longer a realistic  threat,  the
requirement to "love your enemy" comes front and center. 

Prisoners are enemies of society.  At the very least we are branded as such.  Otherwise, why
should we be segregated from society and denied our personal liberty?   But we are in your
control, and we are not now a threat to the public.

I am, de facto, an enemy of society - at least treated as such.  More importantly, I am a proxy for
prisoners as a class of humanity.  Therefore, when I ask that you forgive and love me, I ask not
for Oscar Stilley, but rather for the 4,000 prisoners under your control.  When you look in my
eyes,  I  want  you  to  see  Jesus.   It  doesn't  matter  whether  you  are  DOING  something  or
REFRAINING FROM DOING something.  Jesus put it this way:
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"The King will reply, 'I tell you the truth, whatever you did for the least of these brothers of
mine, you did for me.'  Matt. 25:40

"He will reply, 'I tell you the truth, whatever you did not do for one of the least of these, you did
not do for me.'    Matt. 25:45

If you can't do that, please at least see a human being with hopes and dreams and legitimate
expectations of formal legal rights.  If you can't do that, please at least see the tear-stained eyes
of children who learn that daddy won't be home for another 27 days, due to a harsh, vindictive,
and wretchedly ineffective correctional model.  See also the large sums of additional taxes owed
by innocent spouses, parents, children, friends, etc., to pay for more incarceration that is neither
effective nor reasonably necessary.  Despotic regimes have been known to send families the bill
for the bullets used to execute a political prisoner.  We aren't so "in your face" about it, but it is
still offensive to charge the public for counterproductive "correctional" services.

In light of these claims, why do I ask to be your slave?  First, because I'm already a slave for all
practical purposes.  When I first came to prison I was assigned to Food Service for 12 cents an
hour, without adequate hand-washing soap and without so much as a First Aid Kit for small
injuries.  I had no choice in the matter.  I was, de facto, a slave.  Last year, I was assigned to
Education without consultation.  When I reported for duty, I discovered I had neither pay nor
educational resources. 

Second, I'm not volunteering to be your PERSONAL slave.  That would be tantamount to a
bribe,  which is  prohibited  and punishable.   I  am volunteering  to be a  slave of THE VERY
AMERICAN PUBLIC WHO PUT ME IN THIS PRISON.  I am your slave, but ONLY in trust,
for the use and benefit of the American public.

Being a slave is not the end of the question.  The Law of Moses dictated that His people could
not rule ruthlessly over a fellow Hebrew slave.  The injunction was directed at the slave holder
twice.  The third time, at Leviticus 25:53, the rule was directed not at the slave holder but AT
SOCIETY AS A WHOLE.  "He is to be treated as a man hired from year to year; YOU MUST
SEE TO IT that his owner does not rule over him ruthlessly."  (Emphasis added) Leviticus 25:53.
Furthermore, while a fellow Hebrew could be enslaved, the slavery generally only lasted for a
limited time.  Exodus 21:2 - Even an escaped slave could not legally be oppressed.  Deut. 23:15-
16  Slaves had other legal rights under the Law of Moses, beyond the scope of this writing.

That's why I'm sending this to you, and also posting it on my blog. I need to be visited by my
friends.  

I know that I've lost visitation for 90 days, unless I get a stay pending appeal.  That's not the
point.  I need my friends to "look after me" to ensure that their public servants, such as the
warden and other personnel of this prison, do not rule over me in a ruthless fashion.  If it is
necessary,  I want them to "burn up the lines" to Regional and National Offices, and to their
elected representatives.  But if the persons to whom this request is directed show a willingness to
scrupulously follow the rules beneficial to the public and inmates, change perverse rules, and
work to cause "[God's] kingdom to come, and His will to be done..." it will not be necessary to
call upon my friends to exercise their 1st Amendment rights of speech and peaceful petition on
my behalf. 
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Here is what I offer you, if you accept me as your slave.  I will serve you, heart and soul, with
every fiber of my being.  Jesus said that He WAS truth.  John 14:16 If you want to ensure that
the  inmates  at  this  prison  may  effectively  conduct  their  daily  affairs  without  EVER  doing
violence to the truth, I'm your man.  If you want to make sure that Jesus' stated mission, liberty
and health for mankind is advanced with strong, steady, cost-effective strides, I'm your man.  I'm
on your team, and I'll work as hard as necessary to make that a reality. 

I'll give you vastly more effort and value, from my heart, than you could ever hope to beat out of
me.  I'll document and prove my efforts to the taxpayers who pay your salary.  You only have to
refrain from getting in the way of my acquisition of (or access to) the resources necessary to
make good things happen.

What do I ask from you?  For one thing, I am providing a concise list for your convenience.  I
ask for your written response within 10 business days.  Your Lieutenant Ms. Steals told me on
April 15, 2013, that I could get a fair hearing and a ruling on all my issues.  I haven't yet gotten
such hearing despite repeated polite request.  

I respectfully ask for it now.  The procedures call for informal resolution of inmate grievances.
This  is  an attempt at  it,  made most  respectfully.   My specific  requests  have been cut  down
sufficiently to fit on a single page.  I think that I should be able to seek relief on one BP9, if the
need should arise.  If we don't agree, I'll use as many BP9 forms as you tell me to use.  I'll follow
any reasonable procedure you direct.

For  another,  I  ask  that  you  agree  beforehand,  not  to  change  or  permit  any  change  in  my
circumstances without allowing me to be heard, in a reasonable time and a reasonable manner.  I
don't want to go to SHU.  Despite my hunger striking, I am not a glutton for punishment.  I don't
like hunger, I don't like isolation, and I don't like pain - I suffer these things only in pursuit of
higher goals.  I don't want to get shipped without discussion and agreement - and I don't care
whether the destination is across the street or across the country.  I reside at FCC Forrest City
Low, Marianna-D housing unit.  I want to stay here until I see a good reason to go somewhere
else.

For your convenience, I am supplying numbered requests on a single sheet of paper, as the last
page of this document (as formatted by Trulincs).  I respectfully request that Warden Rivera, or
his delegate having full authority to act independently and to bind the DOJ-FBOP, provide an
answer to each request.  Request paragraphs 6 through 8 calls for action and/or policy changes at
Regional and/or National offices of the DOJ-FBOP.  With respect to those requests, I'd like to
get a preliminary response, concerning the position of Warden Rivera, and also concerning the
initial reaction from the Regional and National Director.

ACHIEVEMENT  OF  THE  GOALS  OF  TAXPAYERS  REQUIRES  REGULATORY
COHERENCE

On April 4, 2014 your captain, Mr. Relvas, issued a requirement that all inmates wear boots from
6:15-4:00  PM  on  every  business  day.   They  are  to  be  worn  on  the  compound  but  not  to
Recreation.   This ensures that an inmate cannot, for example,  go directly from the library to
recreation.  The footwear REQUIRED for the library is PROHIBITED in Recreation.

This  is  just  another  example  of  the  thoughtless,  undisciplined,  ad  hoc  addition  of  rules,  by
persons who don't know - or at least don't respect - the rules in the first place.  Inmates in SHU
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on Administrative segregation are entitled to weekly telephone calls - but we never get them.
The Local Supplement is a disorganized mess that is not intended to be read by the public or by
the inmates.  All local rules, including the handbook, need to be streamlined and harmonized.
All rules not demonstrably worth their cost and inconvenience should be rescinded.  Inmates
should be able to find and read all local rules, in one organized and logical document.

Prior administrations of this prison have acknowledged that boots are weapons.  After certain
inmates were severely injured by being stomped with boots, a rule was issued which prohibited
inmates from wearing boots to Recreation.  You can hardly deny knowledge of the safety issue.

In  addition  to  the  lawsuit  previously  mentioned,  concerning  the  overruling  of  doctors'
prescriptions, I am assisting with respect to another planned lawsuit.  The plaintiff's face was
smashed with a weapon, due to the negligence of a previous administration of this prison.  I'm
inclined to give you more than an additional 10 days before filing this lawsuit.  I'd like to get a
better "feel" for your commitment to the personal safety of inmates under your control, before
drafting the complaint.

Part of the reason that the DOJ-FBOP will face litigation is the fact that the prison could not be
troubled to provide proper surgical repairs for the injuries suffered.  This seems to be a pattern
and practice.  The prison through its negligence causes serious harm.  Then this prison neglects
repeated opportunities to remediate the problem, apparently assuming that the affected inmate
either cannot or will not pursue litigation to its proper conclusion.  In so doing, this prison builds
a deep and abiding resentment in the prisoner and his family.  The goodwill of the public as well
as judges and other officials is squandered.

One of my former cellmates has a serious mental illness.  He stares at me and calls me "stalker!"
when I walk past.  He thinks that nearly everyone, including me, is homosexual.  He also thinks
that they are looking lustfully at him.  Virtually everyone in this housing unit knows that he is
mentally ill.  He is also exceedingly strong and fast.  Of course, this individual is far from the
only mentally ill individual in this prison.

The Operations of this prison treats mental illness as if it were no more than a moral failing on
the part of the affected inmate.  It has engaged a person claiming to be a psychiatrist, to give
quickie "examinations" via video phone, for the obvious purpose of taking medications away
from inmates.  The contracted "doctor" pays scant regard to medical ethics, the honor of the
profession, the interests of the patients, the interests of other inmates who must live and sleep
among mentally ill persons, or the interests of the public who must bear the costs of legal claims
for negligence. 

Here is a short list of the things that this prison does to endanger my life, on a daily basis:

1)  The shower curtains are cut down and raised up, so that the mentally ill will think that other
inmates, such as me, are "looking" at them while they shower.  This prison has so neglected the
maintenance of the building that  not one of the originally installed shower doors remains  in
place.  Although this housing unit is seriously overcrowded, I have never seen all the showers
working at the same time.  NEVER!  In addition, the number of available showers is deliberately
reduced at various times, for the apparent purpose of stoking inmate tensions.  At minimum, no
legitimate reason has ever been given.
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2)  Microwaves and hot water dispensers are deliberately under-stocked, for the apparent purpose
of stoking inmate tensions.  

3)   The big  television  rooms have been overfilled  with inmates.   That  generates  about  $15
million per year in extra revenue for this Low Security prison alone, not counting overcrowding
at the other two facilities in this prison complex.  The overcrowding of the DOJ-FBOP is the
product of abysmal recidivism rates, which in turn is the product of the war on education, health,
the teaching of honesty and morality, etc.  This overcrowding is a constant source of inmate to
inmate tensions, and often results in violence.

4)  Suicidal inmates are put under lights 24/7, despite the fact that this violates well established
legal rights.  I have cited the case-law in the attached one page list of requests.  What this does is
to simply force mentally ill inmates to declare, emphatically, that they are "ok" in order to get out
of a situation that amounts to psychological abuse at minimum.  

Lights 24/7 interfere with day/night rhythms, normal thinking and judgment, etc.  Your Chief
Psychologist, Mr. Cannon, claims that it is my brethren (the legal profession), that has forced this
prison to commit such acts.  In fact, as you will see in the numbered list to follow, the legal
profession  has  obtained  court  judgments  against  such  cruelty.   Thus  far,  this  prison simply
tramples upon well established legal precedent.

5)  Virtually every facility on the compound is overcrowded.  The chairs and tables in the library,
chow hall, etc., are all put so close together as to invite aggression between inmates.  We get "10
minute moves" part of the time, and "5 minute one way moves" part of the time.  The rest of the
time the compound is empty.  Parts of the sidewalks are off-limits to inmates with "red lines."
Critical resources are shut down and locked up on the most frivolous excuse.

This  prison  pleads  poverty  when  asked  to  ALLOW THE INMATES to  supply  their  OWN
PROPERTY at their OWN EXPENSE, to reduce recidivism.  Plainly the "boots only" rule will
cost money to enforce.  Time in SHU is expensive, lost "good time" is expensive, and just about
all other punishments cost at least something.  If you don't enforce the rule, you breed disrespect
for authority.  If you do enforce the rule, you squander resources that are desperately needed to
meet your sworn duties to uphold the constitution and laws of the United States.

Already, a large number of inmates have used up the scarce time resources of medical personnel,
with requests for exemption from the "boots only" rule.  I have never seen a shoddier excuse for
footwear in my life.  When I worked in Food Service, and thus had to use the boots, I discovered
that the eyelets for the shoelaces were so weak that the laces would cut right through them.  The
boots are very heavy and do not break in well at all.  If you persist in the rule, with such junk,
you can be assured that serious medical issues will arise as a result.  The ONLY way to get relief
will be a lawsuit, because the BOP will turn a deaf ear to anything less.

There is absolutely, positively, totally nothing that the citizens will gain by this ill conceived, ad
hoc rule.  Civilians aren't allowed into this prison - they won't see the boots, or care one way or
another what footwear is used.  I can't see anything legitimate that your administration will gain
by it either.  No one has attempted to provide a rationale for the rule.

Boots endanger my life in two ways.   One, by compelling mentally ill  persons with violent
tendencies to wear boots, you have simply armed individuals who represent a serious threat to
themselves or others.  Second, you make me slower in any attempt to flee.  I have no intention to
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fight back.  If I fight back, even to defend life and limb, Ms. Ward will send me to the SHU for
it, take good time, etc.  But, if I am allowed to wear tennis shoes that will probably give me the
split second that I need to put distance between me and any aggressor wearing boots.

I vigorously object to ANY new rule, or other expenditure whatsoever, until and unless all of
your constitutional and statutory duties are totally fulfilled.  By that I mean that your dental and
medical lists should be CAUGHT UP - completely current.  

If I get my face smashed in with boots, or (perish the thought) killed by them, I will not blame
the inmate.  I will split the blame equally between two parties - you as warden of this prison, and
my friends and family on the street.  I will blame you because you have the duty to control your
personnel, and a duty to provide a reasonably safe place of confinement for me.  I will blame my
friends and family because they finance the operations of the DOJ-FBOP, and because they have
a duty to speak out EFFECTIVELY against policies and practices that put the life of any inmate,
including  me,  at  unreasonable  risk.   They can  call  you.   If  that  doesn't  work  they can  call
Regional or National.  If that doesn't work they can call their Congressman.  If that doesn't work
they can replace the Congressmen, quietly but consistently refuse to believe any facts presented
by the DOJ, in any venue including jury trials, etc.  Nowhere is it written that the people of this
country must give their support to government corruption.

This is, at least in theory, a constitutional republic.  The people are in fact responsible for their
government.  We have built in checks and balances designed to prevent tyranny.  I am starting
with this request to you, asking for honest and effective government services.  After almost 4
years of repeated polite requests, falling mostly on deaf ears, I feel not merely the right but also
the duty to enlist the help of my fellow citizens.  If the people of this country will not demand
honesty  and  competence  from  their  own  central  government,  what  is  the  moral  basis  for
condemning other societies, now or at any time in history, for the failure to restrain the tyrannical
impulses of their governments?

The "boots only" rule places me at unreasonable risk.  It treats my right to health and safety as
inconsequential.  My life and limb is not for sale AT ANY PRICE.  I respectfully request that it
be  immediately  and  summarily  rescinded.   Neither  the  inmates  nor  the  public  had  any
opportunity to be heard before the announcement of the rule.  

Flight is not my first line of defense.  I remember the following prose from the first year of
college, but I can't tell you the source.  It is however profound truth, which I set forth below.

Before we make weapons,
Before we make war,
First - we make enemies.

My first  line defense is "not making enemies."   The opposite  of making enemies  is  making
friends.  I try to make friends, even with the mental cases who constantly make irrational, utterly
false accusations against me.  In making this plea both to you and to my friends on the street, I
am asking that my first  and most significant  defense against personal injury or death not be
sabotaged.   I  ask that you think about rules and policies before you issue them, or let  your
personnel  issue  them.   I  ask  that  you  eliminate  the  snarl  of  rules  and  policies  that  make
interpersonal conflict and strife a constant threat to my personal safety and bodily integrity.
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I recognize that you are relatively new to your current position as warden of this prison complex.
Nearly everything of which I  complain has been "inherited"  from previous wardens.   I'd be
happy  to  sit  down to  talk  with  you,  or  with  a  responsible  official  having  decision  making
authority over any of the issues outlined herein.  In fact, as I read the rules, inmates and DOJ-
FBOP personnel both have the duty to engage in reasonable discussions in an effort to informally
resolve inmate grievances.

1) I submitted a cop-out to Trust Fund Supervisor Mr. Torrey, on or about January 26, 2014.
Having received no response to this request, I've submitted a new REQUEST.  Please direct
Mr. Torry to make plain white Dove soap available on commissary at 5% over Wal*Mart
price,  unless  a  wholesale  purchase  results  in  a  cheaper  selling  price  for  this  item  on
commissary.

2) Change policy to forbid placement of inmates in Special Housing Unit (SHU, or jail for the
prison) pending investigation, except in the case of a serious fight, or some other reason that
justifies  placement  in  SHU  pending  investigation.   Give  credit  for  "time  served"  on
administrative segregation awaiting hearing.

3) Allow SHU inmates to have everything the Program Statements call for - SHU pens, pillows,
educational material.  Direct that all inmates facing disciplinary action be provided with an
Ibico bound, complete set of the Program Statements, to be prepared and produced by the
inmates.  Direct that all inmates facing disciplinary action be allowed the use of NeoSmarts,
with the ability to print copies at appropriate times, but at least once per business day. 

4) Cease the use of lights 24/7 against hunger strikers, by written order. Keenan v. Hall, 83 F.3d
1083, 1091 (9th Cir. 1996)

5) Cease the practice of putting inmates "on paper" for hunger striking, in order to try to break
the hunger strike from cold,  embarrassment and humiliation from having no clothes,  etc.
Update the rules of the SHU to ensure that inmates placed in SHU are aware of all their
rights, set forth herein or otherwise.  Compensate me fairly for the wrongful SHU time and
the abusive treatment while in SHU. 

6) Install enough educational computers in the housing units to ensure that an open computer is
available at least 90% of the time.  Keep the computers available 6:00 AM to 11:45 PM.
Make  sure  the  computers  have  current  office  and  business  software,  (e.g.  the  current
Microsoft  Suite,  WordPerfect,  Adobe  full  version,  etc.)  access  to  www.alfatyping.com,
www.khanacademy.org, and other educational sites. 

7) Set up schedules of rewards for academic achievement for inmates who pass the GED, and
for  those  who earn  College  Level  Examination  Program (CLEP) credit.   Make sure  the
rewards include good time, home confinement, or other meaningful rewards.  To the extent
that good time is not a legal reward at present, ensure that lesser rewards will be converted to
good time if Congressional authorization is provided.
Give me fair compensation (whether or not monetary) for the time that I have been assigned
to Education.  Re-assign me to Education, with instructions to allow me access to sufficient
educational tools and motivators to enable first class work.  Assign me to promote 1) Basic
skills (GED), 2) A CLEP program, and 3) A program for persons who wish to learn English,
Spanish, or Russian as second languages.  Other languages can be added if sufficient interest
is shown.

8) Set up the framework to sell fruits and vegetables and other such goods through Food Service,
at 130% of cost, with the full price markup fairly divided amongst all inmate Food Service
workers.  Impose a surcharge to pay for half of any "shrinkage."  Make the taxpayers whole
by reducing the profit sharing sufficiently to pay for the other half of "shrinkage."
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After  sufficient  time  and  experience  with  this  program,  expand  the  program  to  include
educational,  craft,  and  other  supplies,  to  the  extent  not  inherently  incompatible  with  the
correctional purposes of the prison.

9) Install 4 commercial/industrial grade over/under stacked washers and dryers in each housing
unit,  with  two extra  dryers.   Ensure  that  the  exhaust  is  vented  to  the  outside.   This  was
promised to me years ago.  The promise was breached, without just cause or excuse, and the
washers and dryers were taken away.

10) Just now I saw that this year's clothing exchange is to take place in April.  The clothing is to
be brown, not white.  It is an open secret that the "whites" are brown because the laundry
facilities cannot handle the laundry tasks without the assistance of washers and dryers in the
housing units.  The purpose of browns is to make the dingy clothes less detectible.
Everyone whose name starts with approximately "M" through "Z" just didn't get a clothing
exchange last year.  That's not acceptable.  We are entitled to a clothing exchange.  We are
required to wear "standard issue" to visitation.  It is unfair and illegal to simply skip a year for
half (or nearly half) of the inmate population based on the first letter of their last name.
If you are disinclined to issue good "whites" then please dispense with the pretense of it, and
sell good whites on commissary.  You can give poor inmates an allowance for clothes.  It will
be more efficient and a more effective way to ensure that all inmates get the clothes they need.

11) Reverse the finding of guilt in the "shot" of 2-18-2014 for "stealing" or "attempted stealing."
Alternatively, give me a 30 day extension of time to appeal, since the "shot" was seized from
me, and I didn't get another copy until Tuesday, 3-2-14.

12) Implement a program to reduce waste of Food Service food.  Use the savings to provide
better, healthier food, especially the especially desired foods that will motivate further good
behavior, such as watermelons (in season).

13) Implement  a program to ensure that  all  facilities  are  up to design standards.   In case of
equipment such as thermostatic HVAC controls, now inoperable for over 4 years,  contract
with skilled and knowledgeable inmates for a reasonable percentage of utility cost savings,
with the remaining cost savings to be used for educational equipment and supplies.
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